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Tokyo Lighting Exhibition Will Honor the 2017 LIT Design Awards Winners 
LIT Design Awards and Tokyo International Foto Awards join together to exhibit the work of LIT and 

TIFA winners, with an Artists’ Reception May 13th, from 3pm to 7pm. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Los Angeles, CA (April 13th, 2018) – In January, 2018, the winners of the 1st annual LIT Design 
Awards were announced, celebrating international lighting product design and lighting 
implementation. The exhibition will be held from May 13th to May 16th at the ICA Gallery Space in 
Tokyo, the address is ICA3 Bldg E 2F. 3 Chome-4-6 Higashinihonbashi, Chūō, Tokyo. 103-0004 
Japan. Founded by the Farmani Group, both LIT and TIFA are global awards competitions that bring 
recognition to established lighting designers and photographers, respectively. 
 
The media and artists’ reception will be held at this venue on Sunday, May 13th, between 3pm and 
7pm. The exhibition will also be open on the 14th, 15th, and 16th from 12pm to 7pm for visitors to 
come view and learn about the inspiring projects. The LIT winners exhibited in this curated Tokyo 
Exhibition include lighting projects by Studio Roosegaarde, Arup, CBBLD, Baroncelli, Design Blitz, 
and many more. In total, 30 incredible products and projects will be on display, and the 2017 LIT 
Design Awards Catalogue of our winners and partners will be available for attendees.  
 
In addition to the LIT Trophy, we will also exhibit three winning product designs: the Aerelight A1 
OLED Lamp by Aerelight, HENYX by Anna Tomschik (Student Lighting Product Design of the Year), 
and Flyte: The Levitating Light by Simon Morris (Professional Lighting Product Design of the Year). 
Join us for the reception! Please email us at team@litawards.com if you are a designer, media 
person, or enthusiast interested in attending this curation of award winning lighting designs.  
 
About the Farmani Group: Farmani Group assembled the LIT Design Awards to bring attention to achievements in 
lighting product design and to promote the winning designers and implementers to the prominent audience worldwide. 
Farmani Group, established in 1985, is the organizer of the International Design Awards (IDA), London International 
Creative Awards, and The Lucie Awards for Photography, which has emerged as one of the world’s most prestigious 
annual photography awards. www.litwawards.com  
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